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Purpose of this talk
What can we (DOE labs) bring to CMB-S4 and help realize it

and what are the consequences if DOE labs ( and therefore DOE funding and DOE
rules) are part of the collaboration.

Historically CMB science( in the US) has been and is being done by university groups

DOE labs: Argonne, Berkeley, Fermilab & SLAC
Used some slides from a talk by Kathy Turner (DOE HEP) on September 28, 2015
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Background on speaker
2014- now

Associate Lab Director for Physical Sciences & Engineering
at Argonne National Lab.
2005 – 2014 Director HEP Division Argonne
1983 – 2005 Faculty at Michigan State Univ. – particle physics (NSF)
1981 – 1983 Postdoc at Fermilab

Neutrino physics
Hadron collider physics (Tevatron Dzero experiment )
Phenomenology QCD

Management

Science

Worked in small and large collaborations ( large is ~600 scientists)
Dzero: junior faculty to spokesperson (~20 years)
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DOE labs part of CMB
To enable DOE labs involvement (and therefore DOE), CMB needs to be part of the
science mission of DOE.

DOE = DOE HEP

What is the science mission of DOE HEP ??
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The Office High Energy Physics (HEP) Program Mission
…is to understand how the universe works at its most fundamental level:
• Discover the most elementary constituents of matter and energy
• Probe the interactions between them
• Explore the basic nature of space and time
HEP fulfills its mission by:
• Building projects that enable discovery science
• Operating facilities that provide the capability to
perform discovery science
• Supporting a balanced research program that
produces discovery science
HEP follows the P5 (2014) strategic plan in
developing and executing the program.
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DOE labs part of CMB
To enable DOE labs involvement (and therefore DOE), CMB needs to be part of the
science mission of DOE

DOE = DOE HEP

You ( CMB community)
helped accomplishing this:

• Participation in the Snowmass 2013 process ( identify
science opportunities of “HEP”); articulated CMB
science opportunities
• Participation in P5 process in 2013/2014
• P5 report included CMB as part of HEP roadmap
(DOE & NSF)

CMB science part of the DOE HEP mission and future roadmap.
Although no green light for labs yet, but at
least the red light is gone.

Labs being trying to make part
of program since ~2010
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2014 P5 strategic plan: Enabling the Next Discovery
P5 plan is a compelling, unified vision for HEP:
Science drivers identify the scientific motivation
•
•
•
•
•

Use the Higgs boson as a new tool for discovery
Pursue the physics associated with neutrino mass
Identify the new physics of dark matter
Understand cosmic acceleration: dark energy and inflation
Explore the unknown: new particles, interactions, and physical principles

Research Frontiers provide a useful categorization of experimental techniques

 Cosmic, Energy, Intensity Frontiers; also Theory, Detector R&D & Accelerator R&D subprograms
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DOE ( and labs) organization for funding
Research Frontiers provide a useful categorization of experimental techniques

 Cosmic, Energy, Intensity Frontiers; also Theory, Detector R&D & Accelerator R&D subprograms

Research Frontiers are also used to:
• Organization of the HEP office
• Funding streams in DOE HEP
• Reflected in lab organization ( groups)– may vary lab to lab
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2014 P5 Report – Cosmic Frontier Recommendations
Dark Energy - Precision measurements to differentiate between Cosmological Constant, new fields or modification to
General Relativity
• P5 #17: Complete LSST as planned.
• P5 #16: Build DESI as a major step forward in dark energy science, if funding permits
- DESI should be the last project cut if budgets move from Scenario B to Scenario A (lowest)
Dark Matter (Direct Detection) - Learn the identity and nature of Dark Matter
 P5 #19: Proceed immediately with a broad second-generation (G2) dark matter direct detection program with capabilities
described in the text. Invest in this program at a level significantly above that called for in the 2012 joint agency
announcement of opportunity.
 P5 #20: Support one or more third-generation (G3) direct detection experiments, guided by the results of the preceding
searches. Seek a globally complementary program and increased international partnership in G3 experiments.
Cosmic-ray, Gamma-ray Astrophysics - Explore particle acceleration mechanisms and perform indirect searches for dark
matter candidates
P5 #21: Invest in CTA as part of the small projects portfolio if the critical NSF Astronomy funding can be obtained.
P5 comments:
–
–

CTA has a broad science reach that transcends fields, with the dark matter detection capabilities of direct importance to particle
physics
Using P5 Criteria, a de-scoped US component should be shared by NSF-AST, NSF-PHY and DOE.

CMB - Gain insight into inflationary epoch at the beginning of the universe, dark energy, and neutrino properties by studying
the oldest visible light.
P5 #18: Support CMB experiments as part of the core particle physics program. The multidisciplinary nature of the science
warrants continued multi-agency support.
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Next steps
Collaboration/community (??) needs to define CMB-S4
Define the concept of CMB-S4

Concept definition done by the collaboration: universities and labs
• This is a science driven exercise
• Should not be driven by desire to use expertise
in one place or another
• Cost is part of it, but should not drive it yet

Moving concepts to one or more projects ( engineered & funded experiments) has
to follow DOE rules & regulations.
• Labs are essential here and have expertise
• DOE interaction thru labs essential
• DOE funding will flow through lab(s)
There are many project rules
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Project Phases in DOE
Project Phase

Critical Decision

Initiation
There is a need that cannot be met
through other than material means.

CD-0, Approve Mission Need

Definition
The selected alternative and approach is
the optimum solution.

CD-1, Approve Alternative Selection and
Cost Range

Execution
Definitive cost, scope, and schedule
baselines have been developed.

CD-2, Approve Performance Baseline

Execution Project
is ready for implementation.

CD-3, Approve Start of Construction

Transition/Closeout
Project is ready for turnover or transition
to operations.

CD-4, Approve Start of Operations

CMB-S4 first step will be to obtain/establish CD-0
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The project phase
• A project team has to be established -- expertise in labs
• Project team controls the project -- collaboration should play a role
• University people should play role in project ( have responsibilities; many
examples exist)
• In addition to CD requirements, many more requirements: WBS structure, PIP,
etc ( need a whole separate talk)
• ..more

• Living within the budget becomes a necessity
• The schedule defines the time and completion date of project

Pressure to avoid
deviations from budget &
schedule

Above necessary --- spending large amount of tax dollars
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Project approach works
Examples where the DOE project approach has worked or is being used
• DECAM part of Dark Energy Survey (DES)
• Supernovae surveys
• ATLAS & CMS at LHC; US contribution organized as projects (also accelerator) in
US-ATLAS and US-CMS ( large $ amounts)
• LSST --- DOE funds for building camera
• DESI spectroscopic follow up to DES
Every experiment in HEP for last 30 years.
• .
ALL realized and deliver(ed) science
• .
• many more
Science with “realized projects”:
• Can do science in which is not in DOE HEP mission ( no support from DOE HEP);
Examples: heavy nuclei running in LHC; asteroid search/tracking with LSST
• DOE HEP wants “its science done though”; Example planning funding for Dark
Energy Science Collaboration (DESC) to extract DE research from LSST
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Practical project execution pains/advantages

From point of view: I just want to get the
science done

Never loose sight of the science
A project team has to be established
Project team controls the project -- collaboration should play a role
At times it will feel like there is “only the project”
Labs will need to play leading role in project ( needed expertise)
University people should play role in project ( have responsibilities; many
examples exist)
• There will be many reviews
•
•
•
•
•

• Budget and/or schedule may force decisions – make sure impact on science is
negligible/small
Once you get CD-4…. It is back to science
There is life after the project……..
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What can labs bring to CMB-S4
• Collaboration decides experiment configuration; labs & DOE help realize it
with DOE funding
• Multidisciplinary capabilities -- materials research; novel microfabrication;
engineering
• Must bring expertise & capabilities complementary to universities
• Internal R&D funds: Laboratory Directed R&D (LDRD) funds
• With DOE provide stability , long term commitment to planning &
completion to large and complex projects
• Expertise in execution of large DOE projects
• DOE project approach: self contained entity to be completed with given
budget and schedule
• Long term commitment to realize project AND extracting science ( DOE &
labs)
• High performance computing and associated infrastructure
• Once a DOE project, there is follow up DOE research funding to extract
science
• Probably more……..
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Concluding remarks

Collaboration develop the concept for CMB-S4
Continuously keep DOE HEP involved.
Labs are essential part of this.
At a future meeting invite DOE HEP to present their perspective
Labs are excited about being part of collaboration and to work together
to help collaboration realize CMB-S

My
impression:
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